Maturitní témata pro 3. část společné ústní maturitní zkoušky
z předmětu Anglický jazyk ve školním roce 2015/2016
(jarní a podzimní termín)

1. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
   (Geography, political system, symbols, places of interest, economy, cultural heritage, famous personalities in history, politics and cultural life, sports, typical fauna and flora, current issues, etc.)

2. The USA
   (Geography, political system, symbols, places of interest, economy, cultural heritage, famous personalities in history, politics and cultural life, sports, typical fauna and flora, current issues, etc.)

3. The Czech Republic
   (Geography, political system, symbols, places of interest, economy, cultural heritage, famous personalities in history, politics, cultural life, sports, typical fauna and flora, current issues, etc.)

4. The EU
   (Interpersonal relationships and multicultural society, symbols, institutions, the CR and the EU, the Schengen area, Eurozone crisis, the future of the EU, current issues, etc.)

5. National and Bank Holidays
   (Customs and traditions in the UK, in the USA and in the CR, the origin of Easter and Christmas traditions, etc.)

6. London
   (Short history, parts of London, landmarks, places worth visiting, travelling round the city, cultural events, current issues, etc.)

7. Prague
   (Short history, parts of Prague, landmarks, places worth visiting, UNESCO World Heritage, travelling, cultural events, current issues, etc.)
8. **Australia and New Zealand**
   (Geography, political system, symbols, places of interest, economy, cultural heritage, famous personalities in history, politics, cultural life, sports, typical fauna and flora, current issues, etc.)

9. **Canada**
   (Geography, political system, symbols, places of interest, economy, cultural heritage, famous personalities in history, politics, cultural life, sports, typical fauna and flora, current issues, etc.)

10. **English and American literature**
    (Genres of literature, literary periods, my favourite author, book, and play, summary of the plot, characters, the message of the story, famous quotations, etc.)

11. **William Shakespeare**
    (Literary period, life, works in general, retelling some of his works, summary of the plot, characters, the message of the story, famous quotations, etc.)

12. **World Issues**
    (Terrorism, wars, economic crisis, poverty, homelessness, social problems, current issues, etc.)

13. **Environmental Issues** (natural disasters, ecological problems, alternative sources of energy, endangered species, current issues, etc.)

14. **Youth Issues**
    (Friendship, parents, school issues, addiction, taking drugs, alcohol consumption, etc.)

15. **Sports and games**
    (Free time and entertainment, type of sports and games, equipment and places, sporting events, the Olympic Games – history and modern games, doping in sports, etc.)

16. **Housing and living**
    (Types of houses, my home and its surroundings, household chores, renting a flat or a house, my house or flat – description, etc.)

17. **Jobs and occupation**
    (My plans for the future, finding a job, a job interview, rate of unemployment in the CR and in the EU – comparison, etc.)
18. Education
(System of education in Great Britain, in the USA and in the Czech Republic comparison, stages of education, methods of learning, your experience, types of schools, my school, etc.)

19. Mass Media
(Role of the media, the Internet, new technologies, etc.)

20. Health and healthy lifestyle
(Healthcare system, first aid at emergency, injuries and diseases, common illnesses, treatments and cures, alternative medicine, civilisation diseases, current issues, etc.)

21. Hobbies and free time activities
(Interests, leisure time, social events and entertainment, culture, art, music, the Internet, etc.)

22. Shopping, services and lifestyle
(Fashion and clothes, new trends, advertisements, methods of payment, Internet banking, opening a bank account, etc.)

23. Travelling, transport and tourism
(Means of transport – comparison, travelling round the city, commuting to school or work, types of holidays, destinations, accommodation, etc.)

24. Family
(Role of the family in the society, starting a family, problems of contemporary families, customs and traditions, family gathering and reunion, single parent family, etc.)

25. Food, meals and eating out
(Eating habits, healthy diet, cooking, national cuisines, fast food and slow food, at the restaurant, my favourite food and restaurant, etc.)

Vypracovala: Mgr. Irena Horváthová

V Praze dne 30. 09. 2015

Sesvětlila: Mgr. Veronika Bartošová